I. INTRODUCTION
Screened Coulomb potentials, V (r) = − Z r ∞ k=0 V k (δr) k , play a significant role in microscopic fields. They are often used as approximations to a number of interaction potentials in physics and chemistry, including atomic, molecular physics and quantum chemistry. When used in connection with atomic systems, Z refers to atomic number, while the screening parameter δ relates to different things in different branches. An enormous amount of work has been done on various aspects of these interacting potentials spanning nearly six decades.
Our current communication focuses on three screened potentials, namely Hulthén, Yukawa and exponential cosine screened Coulomb (ECSC) potential. First one is an important short-range potential with relevance in atomic, solid-state and chemical physics; it is a special case of Eckart potential. In smaller r region, both Hulthén and Yukawa potentials resemble Coulomb potential, while they decay monotonically exponentially to zero in larger r region. Other than the ℓ = 0 states of Hulthén potential [1] , exact analytical results remain unavailable for any of these systems; this has inspired a vast amount of publications for their bound and continuum states. Literature is quite extensive and we cite here some selected works. Bound states of Hulthén potentials are studied by variational [2, 3] , shifted 1/N expansion [5] , perturbation [6] , generalized pseudospectral (GPS) [7] , asymptotic iteration [8] , factorization [9] , Nikiforov-Uvarov [11] , supersymmetry [12, 13] , numerical [4] method, an algebraic approach [10] , as well as numerous approximation schemes for centrifugal term [14] [15] [16] , Laguerre pseudospectral method [17] , etc. Likewise, bound states of Yukawa potential were also investigated by a host of approaches such as, combined Padé approximation and perturbation theory [18] , variational [19] , asymptotic iteration method [20] , within the frame of Riccati equation [21] , tridiagonal matrix approach through a suitable Laguerre basis [22] , generalized parametric Nikiforov-Uvarov [23] , a direct method [24] within Green-Aldrich approximation for centrifugal term, etc.
Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the ECSC potential in solid-state, nuclear, plasma physics and field theory. Some of these are: one-electron atoms in various different shielding environments [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , ground and excited resonances of He, H − [30] [31] [32] [33] , molecular H + 2 [34] in dense plasma using highly correlated wave function, two-electrons embedded in plasma within the configuration interaction framework [35] , bound-state energies, polarizabilities, oscillator strengths of He [36] , and etc. Since exact analytical results are not available for this potential, an impressive amount of work has been reported for their eigenspectra. For example, variation and perturbation method [37] , and Ecker-Weizel [38, 39] and hypervirial-Padé [40] approximation, a dynamical group approach [41] , hypervirial equation with Hellman-Feynman theorem [42] , a numerical method [43] , large-N expansion [44] , shifted 1/N expansion [45] , asymptotic iteration [46] , perturbation [47] , J-matrix [48] , Ritz variation [49] , GPS [50] , Laguerre pseudospectral [17] method etc.
A distinctive feature that characterizes screened potentials is the presence of a limited number of bound states (in contrast to Coulomb potential). For each (n, ℓ) eigenstate, there exists a certain threshold value of screening parameter at which the binding energy of a given level in question becomes zero. That means, beyond this critical screening parameter (δ = δ c ), no bound states could be found, so that at this point, E(δ c ) = 0. While one can find a huge amount of reference works for bound and resonant states of these potentials (as mentioned earlier), same for critical screening is rather scarce. Nevertheless, a few results are available in the literature, which are cited herein. These are published for Hulthén potential in [2, 51, 52] , Yukawa potential in [19, 53, 54] and ECSC potential in [37, 39, 43, 48, 54] .
Very recently, the critical parameters of 1sns 1,3 S e and 1snp 1,3 P o (n ≤ 5) states of He immersed in weakly coupled Debye plasma, modeled by screened Yukawa potential, have been studied [55] as well. A primary objective of this work is to report accurate estimates of critical parameters for all three above mentioned potentials. To this end, all 55 states corresponding to n ≤ 10 are considered systematically. For this, we employ the GPS method which has been demonstrated to produce quite reliable and accurate results for a variety of physically and chemically important systems including quantum confinement [7, 50, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] .
A secondary objective of this work is to investigate spherical confinement of H atom embedded in dense plasma modelled by ECSC potential. This takes inspiration from a recent publication [29] , where interaction of such a system with short laser pulses in femtosecond regime was studied recording the effects of confinement radius, Debye screening length as well as laser parameters such as strength, shape, frequency and duration of pulse. 
II. METHOD OF CALCULATION
The GPS method has been shown to be a simple useful and powerful approach for a variety of physical systems. They were discussed previously in a number of communications [7, 50, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] ; hence not repeated here. Spherical confinement of a particle in a central potential is modeled, without any loss of generality, by the following radial non-relativistic Schrödinger equation (atomic unit employed unless otherwise mentioned):
where n, ℓ signify usual radial and angular quantum numbers, while v(r) characterizes the particular screening potential under consideration. For corresponding free systems, v c (r) = 0, whereas confinement is achieved by the following equation (r c denotes confining radius),
Here we are interested in the following three cases, 
For convenience, same screening parameter δ is used for all three. Eigenvalues, eigenfunctions are obtained by solving Eq. (1) satisfying the boundary condition ψ n,ℓ (0) finite and ψ n,ℓ (r c ) = 0.
A key feature of this method is that a given function defined in the semi-infinte domain r ∈ [0, ∞] is approximated by an N-th order polynomial in finite interval [−1, 1] , such that at the collocation points, approximation is exact. This facilitates working in a non-uniform, optimal spatial discretization, where a relatively smaller number of radial point leads to sufficiently good accuracy. Through a non-linear mapping and a symmetrization procedure, this generates a finer mesh at smaller r and cruder mesh at larger r, preserving similar kind of accuracy in both these regions. Eventually this leads to symmetrical eigenvalue problem, which can be easily solved accurately by means of standard routines (from NAG libraries) available. Energy calculations were performed with successive incremental changes in δ; critical parameters were recorded by noting a change in the sign of energy values.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Critical screening
At first, we discuss δ c values for all n ≤ 5, ℓ = 0 − 4 states of Hulthén potential in columns 2, 3 of Table I . The remaining 45 states corresponding to 6 < 5 ≤ 10 are presented in Present results show decent agreement with these for all the states. About a decade ago, a variational approach [52] based on a coordinate transformation on radial variable was also suggested for their calculation (for all p − h states, i.e., ℓ = 1 − 5; n = (ℓ + 1) to 10 for each ℓ). In general, one notices good matching of GPS results with these two δ c s; probably ours are slightly better than the former two, especially for higher n, ℓ states. It is worth mentioning here that, as the screening parameters approached critical zone, considerably
larger R values were necessary; this fact was mentioned before in [7] . Similar numerical instabilities have also occurred in [52] as well, in the neighborhood of δ c . For s states, δ c 's are readily obtained analytically as δ c = 2/n 2 from the energy expression. Note that, a simple approximate analytic expression as the following, [63] ,
was also suggested for δ c 's in terms of quantum numbers n, ℓ, which seem to be moderately good for whole range of n, ℓ. To save space and avoid clumsiness, there are omitted here; interested reader may find them in [2] . and accurate calculation of these parameters for n ≤ 5; ℓ = 0 − 3 states were performed in the propagation matrix solution [54] . For lowest ℓ states, some disagreement is observed between the GPS result and reference. However, for ℓ ≥ 1, the two results practically coincide with each other. For n > 5 states, no literature values are available other than that of [53] . Our current estimates are significantly improved and we hope these could be useful for future referencing. No results are available for n = 10 states. As in Hulthén potential, here also, we had to enlarge radial coordinate considerably. Generally speaking, ℓ = 0 states offer better accuracy than s waves.
Now we move on to δ c in ECSC potential, in columns 6,7 of Table I . Variationally calculated δ c 's for ECSC potential were reported [37] for ground state and those corresponding to ℓ = 1 − 7; n = (ℓ + 1) to 8, with moderate accuracy. Also these for ns states with n = 2 − 4 were reported through an Ecker-Weizel method by approximating ECSC potential by a Hulthén potential [39] . Later more accurate estimates for these parameters were published for all 36 n ≤ 8 states via numerical [43] as well as J-matrix [48] methods. For n ≤ 6, highly accurate critical parameters have been reported [54] through a propagation-matrix solution of the eigenvalue equation by means of some simple numerical scheme. For n > 8, δ c 's remain unreported as yet. Some differences in our results with those from [43] and [48] are recorded for ℓ = 0. Otherwise, present values are in good accord with these two.
Apparently those from [48] are slightly more precise than those of [43] . As in case of the previous two potentials, here also, the critical parameters for 5 < n ≤ 10 states are provided in Table S3 of Supporting Document. enclosure are offered in Table S4 of Supporting Document; energies are produced for all 7 states corresponding to n = 3, 4, for a fixed screening parameter, δ = 0.02. Ten selected r c , viz., 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 a.u., are chosen to scan the whole range of confinement. Similar to the confined H atom or Hulthén potential case [60] , for a given δ c , starting from a large positive value at smaller r c , energy steadily decreases monotonically, crossing zero and becoming negative at certain r c , eventually approaching a constant value at a sufficiently large r c thereafter. Available reference energies are provided at four r c , viz., 2, 5, 10 and 50 respectively, which seem to match rather well with present energies. To the best of our knowledge, no further attempt is known for these states, and hopefully they may constitute a useful set of reference for future works in this direction. Table II are clearly depicted in energy vs. r c plots in Fig. 1 , for a fixed δ = 0.1. In left panel (a), these are given for all six states corresponding to n = 1 − 3; (b) shows similar plots for all nine states belonging to n = 4, 5. Both positive, negative energies are considered in all cases. Ranges of energy and r c axes differ from each other in these plots to clearly visualize the effects.
Above variations of isotropic compression of energies of ECSC potential in
Generally, shapes of these curves appear quite similar to each other; normally they also remain well separated (and parallel) for smaller r c merging at a sufficiently large r c . Very small confinement is avoided for appreciation of figures. As r c is gradually reduced towards lower values, energies exhibit a sharp increase. Consistent with confinement in isotropic confinement in central potentials, starting from an initial high positive value, energies tend to fall off rapidly monotonically with increase in r c , finally approaching energy of corresponding free system smoothly and thereafter assumes a constant value. With decrease in r c , energies change sign from negative to positive passing through a zero at critical cavity radius. One also notices crossing between some of these levels at certain r c 's; in other words, these states become degenerate at those respective r c 's. Some such pairs are (2s, 3d) in (a); (4s, 5d), (4p, 5f ) in (b), besides (3p, 4f ) (not shown), which is reminiscent of simultaneous degeneracy encountered in confined H atom. Furthermore, it is found that, for a specific δ, with decrease in r c , states having same ℓ and different n maintain separation; no mixing occurs among them. Thus, for a particular ℓ and r c , state with lowest n remains lowest in energy and vice versa, such that one finds the following energy ordering: E 1s < E 2s < E 3s < E 4s · · · ;
Likewise, for a specific δ, within a given n, individual ℓ levels remain well separated at a given r c without crossing each other, finally attaining the energy of respective free system at a large r c . With decrease in r c , state with higher ℓ gets relatively stabilized such that the state with largest ℓ becomes lowest in energy and vice versa. So for a given n, the orderings are found as: E 2p < E 2s ; E 3d < E 3p < E 3s ; E 4f < E 4d < E 4p < E 4s , etc. Similar energy orderings were found in confined H atom and Hulthén potential [60] . As enclosure size is reduced, numerous complex energy splitting is observed, especially for states having high n, ℓ quantum numbers. Moreover, for a specific δ, level ordering follows the same pattern as H atom and Hulthén potential under similar spherical confinement; in the limit of r c → 0 this gives, 1s, 2p, 3d, 2s, 4f, 3p, 5g, 4d, 6h, 3s, 5f, 7i, 4p, 8k, 6g, 5d, 4s, 9l, 7h, 6f, 10m, 5p, 8i , · · · This has been checked for several δ's. However, as confining radius increases, energy ordering is characterized by frequent intermixing between levels belonging to different n values. In intermediate and large r c region, different δ seems to provide different orderings.
We now discuss the effects of δ on energy changes in a spherically confined ECSC potential. Figure 2 illustrates this for six states corresponding to n = 1, 2, 3 at four selected Energies drastically drop from (a) and relative separation between 2s, 3d levels reduces.
Negative energy appears for ground state; however, energy sequence of (a) is maintained for all through out the δ range. Further increase in r c = 5 in (b), bends all the curves with still no mixing among them. But now 2p also comes closer in energy to those of 2s, 3d states.
Further increase in r c = 8 (not shown here) leads to the onset of a general shape of these plots, which continues to remain unchanged for higher r c 's as well. Initially in the smaller screening region, any increase in δ causes considerable increase in energy until reaching a certain threshold; after this energy changes with δ tends to be less dramatic. While all the levels maintain good distance from each other through out, 2s, 2p remain very close to each other for the most part of δ; only starts to branch out at δ ≈ 0.75. Now as r c reaches 12 in (c), one clearly sees the three n's making a family amongst each other. For smaller δ, energy separation between n = 1 and 2 are much larger compared to that between n = 2, 3. Once again 2s, 2p, 3d states continue to remain close to each other, especially for larger δ. We also notice 2s, 2p energies crossing at this stage. In the next r c (15 and 20, which are not given here), the set of plots corresponding to three n continue to maintain their separate places; however evidently as δ increases more mixing amongst the states takes place and there is a tendency of all the six states to merge with increase in r c . This is most conspicuously seen at a sufficiently large r c = 50 in panel (d), where one effectively sees three plots corresponding to three n quantum numbers. Thus, state 1s in n = 1 remains a family of its own, while 2s, 2p forming another family practically merging at a much larger energy separation from n = 1, in smaller δ, and finally 3s, 3p, 3d coinciding with each other to form a third family. But n = 2, 3 families join each other at about δ = 0.25, while n = 1 merges with them at around δ = 0.70 so that after that all six states continue to assume similar energy. Variations similar to those in Fig. 2 were constructed for nine states belonging to n = 4, 5 revealing many more mixing among states. These are not produced here to save space.
At this stage, some specimen results are given for dipole polarizability of spherically confined ECSC potential in Table III . For this, we employ the simplified expressions given below, assuming that the original equations, derived for one-electron atoms in free-space, by
Kirkwood and Buckingham, also hold good under confinement,
We restrict ourselves to 1s, 2p states and δ = 0.01 and 0.1 in panels (a), (b) respectively. With increase in δ, the disagreements set in. One further notices that polarizabilities for 2p states are higher compared to the ground state for a given δ; moreover, the asymptotic value for 2p state requires much higher r c compared to the ground state. We also observe that, increase in δ causes both α of these have not been published before. Additionally, we make an analysis of the energy spectrum in an ECSC potential when confined inside a spherically symmetric impenetrable wall, to simulate the H atom contained in a dense quantum plasma. Energy changes are followed with respect to cage radius and screening parameter. Besides, dipole polarizability and energy orderings are also discussed.
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